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ABSTRACT: Once the web site becomes a popular then single web server may not be able to handle high volume of incoming traffic. In order to achieve web server scalability, more servers need to be added to distribute the load among the servers. Scalability and availability can be provided by distributed web server architectures that assign the client request among the multiple server nodes. Load sharing and Load balancing techniques are applying for assign the request among the multiple web servers. In this paper we will review the distributed web architecture, request dispatching approach and dispatching algorithms for distributed web server systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The continuing growth of the World-Wide Web is placing increasing demands on popular Web servers. Data traffic in the worldwide web (WWW), it is crucial to achieve the scalable performance of web servers. The overall performance and resource utilization can be improved by spreading document requests among a group of web servers systems called **distributed web server systems**. Many sites are now using distributed Web servers systems (i.e., groups of machines) to service the increasing number of client requests, as a single server cannot handle the workload.

The system operates as a distributed web server. The server module is running on several machines and the manager module controls the server operation. The manager module itself can be distributed, to avoid bottleneck in high network loads. The distribution of the web server allows handling more requests and increasing the server throughput.

Distributed Web server systems, provide load balancing, cooperative caching and the effective use of geographic distribution of the server machines.

Load balancing is technique that distributes the load among multiple servers. Load balancing applies to all types of servers (application server, database server).

Incoming client requests must be distributed in some fashion among the machines in the distributed Web server systems that not only should this distribution balance the load on the available servers, but also it must do so in a manner that does not increase the latency for the Web user.

The other benefit of server load balancing is its ability to improve application availability. If an application or server fails, load balancing can automatically redistribute end-user service requests to other servers within a server farm or to servers in another location.

2. DISTRIBUTED WEB SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Distributed architectures can be differentiated depending on the name virtualization being
extended at IP level. Basically two types of distributed web server systems architectures are there.

1. Cluster based web systems
2. Distributed web systems

2.1 Cluster based web systems

A cluster-based Web system refers to a collection of server machines that are housed together in a single location, that are interconnected through a high-speed network. Cluster based web systems also known as “Web Cluster” or “Web farm” means the collection of all the servers. Web cluster architecture the server nodes are only visible by single virtual IP address. Thus, the authoritative DNS server for the Web site always performs a one-to-one mapping by translating the site name into the Virtual IP address, which corresponds to the IP address of a dedicated front-end node or web switch.

The front-end node or Web switch receives all inbound packets that clients send to the Virtual IP address, and routes them to some Web server node. In such a way, it acts as the centralized dispatcher of a distributed system with fine-grained control on client requests assignments. Web cluster architecture is only use for locally distributed web systems. It does not use for geographically distributed web systems.
2.2 Distributed web systems

A distributed Web system consists of distributed server nodes that assign a separately unique IP addresses. An IP address may be visible to client applications. This architecture is use for locally and geographically distributed web systems.

Unlike the cluster-based Web system, this architecture does not have a front-end node or web switch, so the client request assignment to a target Web server is typically carried out during the address resolution of the Web site name by the DNS mechanism.

2.3 Request Dispatching Approach

Load balancing is critical in managing high performance Web-server clusters. Request load must be spread across the Web-server nodes, so as to reduce the response time and provide WWW users with the best available quality of service. Load balancing among the servers can be achieved by several approaches with different degrees of effectiveness. There are four different approaches to distribute the incoming requests.

1. Client based approach
2. DNS based approach
3. Dispatcher based approach
4. Server based approach
**Client based Approach**

In client based approach, The Web clients can play an active role in the request routing, if we assume that the Web clients know the existence of the replicated servers of the Web-server system.

The client request routing is achieved through a Java applet which is executed at the client side each time a user requests an access to the distributed Web-server system. As the applet knows the IP addresses of all server nodes in the Web cluster.

![Diagram of Client based Approach](image)

In above Figure shows the simplicity of the Web clients based approach.

1: Received the user request
2: The Web client is able to select a node of the cluster and, once resolved the address mapping,
3: Submits the request to the selected node.
3 : This Web-server is responsible for responding to the client.

**DNS based Approach**

In DNS based approach the responsibility of spreading the requests among the servers is delegated to the cluster DNS, that is the authoritative DNS server for the domain of the cluster nodes. Through the translation process from the symbolic name (URL) to IP address, the cluster DNS can select any node of the Web-server cluster.
1 : Address Request URL
1” : Address request reaches the DNS Cluster
2 : Web server IP Address & TTL selection
3 : Address mapping (URL -> IP address -1) using DNS cluster
3” : Address mapping (URL -> IP address -1) using Name server
4 : Document Request to (IP address -1)
4 : Document Response from (IP address -1)

Dispatcher based Approach
This approach provides the Web-server cluster with a single virtual IP address (IP-SVA). It is visible. In fact, this is the IP address of a dispatcher that acts as a centralized scheduler and in contrast to the DNS, has complete control on the routing of all client requests. To distribute the load among the Web-server nodes, the dispatcher is able to uniquely identify each server in the cluster through a private address that can be at different protocol levels depending on the proposed architecture.

The existing dispatcher-based architectures typically use simple algorithms for the selection of the Web-server because the dispatcher has to manage all incoming flow and the amount of processing for each request has to be kept to minimum. However, it is possible to integrate this
architecture with some more sophisticated assignment algorithms proposed for distributed Web-server systems having a centralized dispatcher with full control on client requests.

1: Document request (IP-SVA)
2: Web server selection
3: Request passes to selected web server.
4: Response document send to IP-SVA
5: Response document send to Web Client

**Server based Approach**

The server-based techniques use a two-level dispatching mechanism: client requests are initially assigned by the cluster DNS to the Web-servers; then, each server may reassign a received request to any other server of the cluster.

Unlike the DNS-based and dispatcher-based centralized solutions, the distributed scheduling approach allows all servers to participate in balancing the load of the cluster through the request (re-)assignment mechanism. The server-based proposals differ in the way of the redirection decision is taken and implemented. HTTP redirection and Packet redirection mechanism use in server base approach.
1 : Address Request URL
1” : Address request reaches the DNS Cluster
2 : Web server IP Address & TTL selection
3 : Address mapping (URL -> IP address -1) using DNS cluster
3” : Address mapping (URL -> IP address -1) using Name server
4 : Document Request to (IP address -1)
5 : Web server selection
6 : HTTP redirection
7 : Document request to (IP address -2)
8 : Document response from (IP address -2)

4. DISPATCHING ALGORITHMS

There are several dispatching algorithms for distribute the load among distributed web server systems. Main purpose of dispatching algorithm is selecting the best server that gives the quick response to client and balance the load. Dispatching algorithms are classified in different manner such as content blinding and content aware, load sharing and load balancing, static and dynamic etc… some algorithm are explain here.
**Round Robin Algorithm:**

It is a most popular and simple algorithm. Round robin algorithm uses an available server list. That assigns a task in circular way. RR algorithm use for homogeneous server farms.

Step 1: START

Step 2: Initialize i to 0 (i is static variable)

Step 3: Initialize n to number of server (n is constant variable)

Step 4: k = i % n

Step 5: select the k+1 web server.

Step 6: set i = i+1.

Step 7: STOP.

As an example, let us assume that S1, S2 & S3 are three web server systems. Then first request assign to S1, second request assign to S2, third request assign to S3 and fourth request assign to S1 and so on…

This algorithm presents a drawback: they are non-deterministic. This means that two consecutive requests from the same user will have a high chance of reaching two different servers. If user contexts are stored on the application servers, they will be lost between two consecutive requests. And when complex session setup happens (e.g.: SSL key negotiation), it will have to be performed again and again at each connection.

**Least Loaded Algorithm**

Least Loaded algorithm use a server load index for dispatching a request. A dispatch a request to the fewest loaded server. Updates the server load indexes file at regular interval or frequently.

This algorithm presents drawbacks: they are non-deterministic. It increases the network traffic because their updates the load indexes file for current load.

Step 1: START

Step 2: Receive the request from client

Step 3: Select the least loaded web server

from least index file and dispatch the request.

Step 4: receive the response from server.

Step 5: STOP
**Client Affinity algorithm using Cookie insertion:**

In client affinity algorithm, Instead of assigning each new connection to a server only on the basis of the server state regardless of any past assignment, consecutive connections from the same client can be assigned to the same server for either performance or functional reasons.

As an example of performance reasons, consecutive SSL connections from the same client are assigned to the same server during the life span of the SSL key, so as to avoid time- and resource-consuming operations for SSL key negotiation and generation.

Cookie insertion method is best for client affinity. In this method inserting the server's identifier in a cookie added to the response. This way, the dispatcher has nothing to learn, it will simply reuse the value presented by the user to select the right server.

A major drawback is that when the server fails, the user has no easy way to escape, and keeps trying to reach the dead server.

Step 1: START

Step 2: Receive the request from client

Step 3: check the **Server Identifier** Cookie variable in HTTP Request Header

   If it is available then

   Select that variable value as a web server and dispatch request.

   Set newnode variable value is FALSE.

Else

   Select least loaded server and dispatch the request.

   Set newnode variable value is TRUE.
End if
Step 4: receive the response from server.
Step 5: if newnode=TRUE then
   Insert the Server identifier
   cookie variable in HTTP
   Response Header
End if
Step 6: send the response to client
Step 7: STOP

**Content Aware Algorithm:**

Content aware algorithm assigns a request using the request content information. Content aware policy algorithms operate at HTTP level. The request URL information use for different purpose such as To use specialized server nodes to provide different Web services (specialized servers), such as streaming content, dynamic content, and to partition the Web content among the servers.

It might sound very common, but it is still rarely done. On many applications, about 25% of the requests are for dynamic objects, the remaining 75% being for static objects. The easiest solution consists in relying on a reverse proxy cache in front of the server farm, which will directly return cacheable contents to the users without querying the application servers. The cleanest solution consists in dedicating a lightweight HTTP server to serve static contents and other server serves the dynamic contents.

Server selections depend on the request content type. If content is static then select a web server that provide static information. If content is dynamic then select a web server that provide the dynamic content.

Step 1: START
Step 2: Receive the request from client
Step 3: Check the request content type
   If request content is static then
      Select a static content server
   Else
Select a dynamic content server

End if

Step 4: Send the request to selected server
Step 5: receive the response from server
Step 6: send the response to client
Step 7: STOP

5. CONCLUSION

Replication of information among multiple Web servers is necessary to support high request rates to popular Web sites. In this paper, we have studied distributed Web systems architectures, request dispatching approach and algorithms. Load sharing and balancing is important in request dispatching. Load balancing system to take decisions according to existing current servers load such as least loaded. Load sharing system only distributes the load among web systems such as round robin, client affinity and content aware. The dispatching approach depends on the web systems architecture and dispatching algorithms selection depends on the content distribution.
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